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Herpes viruses, specifically herpes simplex virus (HSV) and varicella zoster virus (VZV), are some of the 

most common causes of primary and latent oral, genital, and cutaneous lesions. It is often difficult to 

visually differentiate HSV-1, HSV-2, VZV, and multiple other lesion-causing etiologies. While primary 

antiviral treatment of HSV and VZV are often the same, the need to treat, duration of treatment, and 

recurrence prevention differ, as does rate of recurrence, transmissibility, and long-term complications. 

Therefore, it is imperative that suspected lesions be diagnosed accurately.

Diagnostic challenges indicate a role for rapid molecular multiplex testing that can assess multiple lesion-

causing pathogens, ideally while a patient is still present for education and treatment. This webinar will 

discuss the prevalence of herpes virus-related lesions, discuss the importance of viral differentiation, 

evaluate diagnostic challenges, and provide information on utilizing rapid near-patient molecular multiplex 

testing to improve lesion diagnosis.



Testimonials
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“Excellent speaker, webinar and Q and A Session.”

S.J., Clinical Solutions, AdWare

“Great speaker - well organized  - presentation at good level - gained insight / knowledge 

on the topic presented - met all the goals!”

P.P., Microbiologist - Medical technologist, Catholic Health

“

“

“

“These offerings are impactful for knowledge and meeting licensure CEU.”

J.M., AVP, HCA Healthcare



Webinar Participation
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120 participants opted in to receive marketing communication



Do you work in a:
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National Lab, 12, 3%

Other, 145,
 36%

Acute Care Hospital, 176, 
43%

Physician Office Lab, 30, 7%

Independent Reference Lab, 
46, 11%

Nearly half of all registrant respondents work in an Acute Care Hospital    



If you answered ‘other’ in the question above, please 
indicate where your work:
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When working in an independent patient care facility, how many 
patients on average do you care for in a day?
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If you work in a hospital, what is your hospital's bed count?
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Please fill in the specialty or specialties your facility services:
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What is the biggest challenge in your facility?
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Survey Questions



What is your role in the purchasing process? Please 
choose all that apply: 
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I have no part in purchasing 
decision, 125, 46%

I influence the purchasing 
decisions, 71, 26%

I gather information on 
product and services, 62, 

23%

I am the purchasing decision 
maker, 14, 5%

23% of survey respondents indicated they gather information on products and services at their institution 



Who do you currently purchase the majority of your products 
from? Please choose all that apply: 
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Fisher Healthcare, 106, 43%

Another Distribution Channel, 
87, 35%

Direct from Manufacturer, 56, 
22%

43% of survey respondents purchase the majority of their products from Fisher Healthcare 



What is the biggest challenge in your facility?
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Please fill in the specialty or specialties your facility 
services:
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How do you like to receive follow up product 
information? Please choose all that apply: 
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Most survey respondents prefer email as their chosen form of receiving follow-up product communication



What sources do you rely on to get industry news? 
Please choose all that apply: 
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81

157

52 59

87

58

91

65

40

16

Web email Webinar Trade meetings/Clinical
conferences

Print/Web Publications Internet Lab Manager Emails CLSI updates Colleagues and social
media

Not known

Most survey respondents rely on webinars for their industry news



Do you have a current GPO affiliation? 
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19
8

155

4
18

1 3

Yes, primarily
Vizient (formerly

Novation &
MedAssets)

Yes, primarily
Premier

No, not affiliated Yes, but the
GPO is not listed
(please add your

GPO in the
space provided)

Yes, primarily
Health Trust

Mulitple GPOs
(please add your
affiliated GPO in

the space
provided)

Mulitple GPOs
(please add your
affiliated GPO in

the space
provided)

Most survey respondents do not have a GPO affliation



Would you like more information on this webinar topic? 
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No, 236, 73%

Yes, 87, 27%

87 survey respondents requested more information from Fisher Healthcare 



How are you currently testing for HSV/VZV?
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Serology, 23, 10%

Multiple Methods, 42, 18%

Molecular Testing Only, 76, 
32%

Send Outs, 87, 37%

Culture Only, 6, 3%

37% of survey respondents indicate they ‘send out’ tests for HSV/VZV



Would you like be notified of QuidelOrtho educational webinars in 
the future?
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Not at this time, 124, 45%

Yes, 152, 55%

152 survey respondents would like to be notified of QuidelOrtho webinars in the future



Would you like more information about QuidelOrtho 
HSV/VZV testing solutions?
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Not at this time, 235, 85%

Yes, 41, 15%

41 survey respondents requested more information about QuidelOrtho HSV/VZV Testing Solutions
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